JSB 126 and 128

Visual Guide to using Kaltura Capture and Zoom
JSB 126

Visual Guide to using *Kaltura Capture* and *Zoom*

---

1. Log in to computer as you normally would.
2. Open Zoom, or access Kaltura (see separate instruction sets)
3. The microphone/speaker will be listed as "Chat 150".
4. The document camera will be listed as "Aver USB Camera".
5. In Kaltura, the desktop will be listed as "Generic PnP Monitor."
6. In Zoom, use Share Screen to share the desktop and/or other programs, windows, etc.
KALTURA – CAPTURE CONTROLS
KALTURA – MIC / SPEAKER SELECTION
VOLUME CONTROL (NOTICE CHAT 150 DEVICE MATCHES MIC / SPEAKER SELECTION)
IF DEVICE DOES NOT MATCH MIC / SPEAKER SELECTION, CLICK HERE TO EXPAND OPTIONS...
...THEN CHOOSE CORRECT DEVICE
ZOOM – MIC / SPEAKER SELECTION

Speaker and microphone looks good

Speaker: Speakers (Chat 150)
Microphone: Microphone (Chat 150)

Join with Computer Audio
...OR SHARE SCREEN TO SHARE DESKTOP OR OTHER OPEN PROGRAM / WINDOW
JSB 128

Visual Guide to using *Kaltura Capture* and *Zoom*

1. Log in to computer as you normally would.
2. Open Zoom, or access Kaltura (see separate instruction sets)
3. The microphone/speaker will be listed as "Echo Cancelling Speakerphone (VC520)".
4. The video camera will be listed as "VC520".
5. In Kaltura, the desktop will be listed as "Generic PnP Monitor."
6. In Zoom, use Share Screen to share the desktop and/or other programs, windows, etc.
KALTURA – MIC / SPEAKER SELECTION

1. Click on the 'Audio' button.
2. Select 'Echo Cancellation Speakerphone (VC520)' from the drop-down menu.
NOTICE DEVICE SELECTED MATCHES MIC/SPEAKER SELECTION; IF NOT CHANGE SELECTION)
ZOOM – MIC / SPEAKER SELECTION

- Select a Microphone
  - Echo Cancelling Speakerphone (VC520)
  - Same as System

- Select a Speaker
  - Echo Cancelling Speakerphone (VC520)
  - Speakers/Headphones (Realtek(R) Audio)
  - EPSON PJ (NVIDIA High Definition Audio)
  - Same as System
  - Test Speaker & Microphone...
  - Switch to Phone Audio...
  - Leave Computer Audio
  - Audio Settings...

JSB 128
ZOOM – VIDEO CAMERA SELECTED...
...OR SHARE SCREEN TO SHARE DESKTOP OR OTHER OPEN PROGRAM / WINDOW
Questions?

cedhelp@uga.edu